
UFO BURGER SAUCE IMPOSSIBLY AWESOME
We've taken the best of everything and combined it into this 
awesome secret sauce that will take you to impossible and beyond!

Dip the fries, slather the burg*r, dunk the falafels, dollop on 
small bites and, pretty much everything.

INGREDIENTS: Mustard*(brown mustard seeds*, spirit vinegar*, water, sea salt), 
sunflower oil*, water, tomato paste*, date syrup*, onion powder*, garlic powder*, 
turmeric*, sea salt, spirit vinegar*, cayenne powder*, lemon juice concentrate*, 
Maca, acerola*, white pepper*. *Organic

MUSTARD LB'S DIJON
Based on the original hot dijon as loved by Louis XI (OG- the 
original gangster) of France who kept a pot with him at all times. 
Go ahead and squeeze it like a king.

Adds a punch to vinaigrettes, mash and saus*ges

INGREDIENTS: Brown mustard seeds* (33.1%), spirit vinegar*, water, sea 
salt. *Organic

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

HARISSA CHILLI PASTE HOT SPICY THING
A lovely hot smokey variation on our original SOFI award winning Harissa. 

Great for adding depth of flavour to any roasted veg, marinades, 
hummus and most things mediterranean.

INGREDIENTS: Water, cayenne chilli*, olive oil*, smoked paprika*, 
sweet paprika*, sea salt, lemon juice concentrate*, garlic*, 
cumin*, coriander*, onion*, acerola*, turmeric*, oregano*, white 
pepper*. *Organic

 
EXCEPTIONALLY DELISH, ORGANIC, PLANT-BASED CONDIMENTS TO PUNK UP ANY KITCHEN

We've incorporated the ballistic upswing of all things vegan and art forward
packaging to bring you a line of delicious deep flavoured, planet friendly, organic, plant-based condiments, 

including the trending impossibly awesome UFO burger sauce to tantalise your taste buds.

Question everything and choose freely.

WTH IS HLTHPUNK?

PURE TOMATO 2X CONCENTRATE
100% organic Italian sunshine in a tube, the ultimate pure 
concentrate for all your tomato based recipes.

Fab for soups, casseroles and anything Italian!

INGREDIENTS: 100% Organic tomatoes.

Code Description Size Unit RRP Per Case BBD 

TDC-8174 Tomato 2X Concentrate Organic 150g £2.49 8 24 Mths
MHD-8167 Mustard LB’s Dijon Organic 150g £2.99 8 18 Mths
HS -8150 Harissa Chilli Paste Organic 150g £4.99 8 24 Mths
UF0-8228 UFO Burger Sauce Organic 150g £4.99 8 18 Mths
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